percentage of it redly ssurvlves and Is
ejected into the interstellar medium?
What is the charactwlstic life-time for
AGB stars' U production scenario?
These and others are some of the questions we would like to answer wlth our
observatlonat and theoretical studies of
U In AGB stars.
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Saturn's Bright Spot
0.Hainaut, ESO
A very large, white spot has recently
appeared on the giant planet Saturn. It
Is probably a great storm In the planet's
atmosphere, which has been initiated by
upwelling of clouds from the lower layers into the uppermost regions. The
spot began as a small, white feature In
Saturn's northern Ilemisphsre and has
since developed rapidly so that it now
appears to completely encircle the
planet's equatorial regions. "Great
White Spots" have been seen on Saturn
in 1876, 1903, 1933 and 1960 (see below), but the present one seems to be
the biggest of them all.
At this moment Saturn Is situated in
the southern constellation of Saglttarlus
and Is therefore best observed with
southern telescopes. It has been monitored at the ESO la Silla Observatory
since early October. Most of the obswvations havs been made with the €SO
NlT (both EFOSC 2 and EMMI) and later, with the ESO/MPI 2.2-m telescope.
As Saturn Is a very bright: object, the
maln problem was to avoid saturation of
Ule CCD. This was solved by using very
sholt exposure tlmes and/or narrowband filters. Tabb 1 gives the observational data. lsophotal contours have
been plotted, and transfemed to the
cwrdlnates system of Saturn (using a
perspective scale grid as described In
Ill). As this planet has a strong dlfferential rutation (the period varles from 10
hrs 10 min to 10 hrs 50 mln, depending
on the latitude), the longhude definition
Is not an easy problem. The "System I"
[2] was chosen; I Is fixed to the equatorial belt, and its perlod of rutation is 10
hrs 14 min. As the spot is located in that
region, thls system Is rather well suited.
The longitudes were taken from the Astronomical Almanac 19gO [3].
For each Image, the isophotes of the

region of latitude between -30" and
+30" are plotted in Figure 1. The limbs
of the planet and the position of the
rings are also indicated. Saturn presents

an important limb

darkening, which
affects of course also the spot's
isophotes. This effect has not been
corrected. The visual observations repotted in the IAU telegrams (# 5109,
51 1 1 and 51 15) are also plotted.

Development of the Spot
The new phenomenon was first reported on September 25, 1990 by astronomers at the k s Cruces Observatoly In New Mexico, USA, as a white spot
at northern latitude +1P. It was
watched by many amateur astronomers
in various countries as it slowly grew in
size to about 20,000 km on October 2.
Further observations determined the
spot's rotation period to about 10 h n 17
min, that is somewhat slower than the
surrounding atmosphere.

During the next days the spot became
longer and longer and by October 10, its
length was approximately half of
Saturn's visible diameter. After that it
continued to expand and on exposures
made at ESO from October 23 onwards
It encircles the entlre planet as a bright
equatorial band, At the same time, several new intensively btight spots have
been JgMed inside the larger feature;
they are now belng followed with great
interest. There is no indication yet that
the phenomenon has started to fade

away.

Earlier Spots
New spots on Saturn are not so common: only a few dozens have been obsewed from the Earth during the past
200 years and only about ten of them
were enough contrasted and lasted long
enough to give good positional measurements 141. Most of them were quite
small (5000 to 15,000 km), brown,

TABLE 1 : Selected OBse~~atEons
Date

Hour (UT)

Tdescope

10 01
10 02
10 03
10 04
10 08
10 10
10 16
$ 0 17
10 19
10 21
10 21
10 23

22:49

t

Instrument

Filter

Exp. tlme

EFOSC2
EFOSC2

U

0.5s

U
Hell
Hell

0.58

Sll

Is
158
10s

19:36
05:44
02:18
MI: 00

M:40
00:OO
00:04
02:47
00:OO
23:45
00:Ol

NlT
NlT
N'IT

Nll
2.243
2.2-m
2.2-m

EMMI-B
EMMI-B
EMMI-R
Adapt.
Adapt.
Adapt.

--

NU
NU
NU

Is
Is

10s

Comments: ' Visual obsanretlon reportad in IAU Clrculara U: Johnson fitter. - Hell: N e w h d
wound 4686 A Sll: Narrow b n d centred around 8732 k NU: Nanow band Dentred amund 3875 k

-

yellow or white, and they lasted for only
a few rotations of the planet. Sometimes
a spot may last several weeks or even
more 15]
The largest ovals are much
smalter than those of Jupiter [7j. Most
of the oval spots of Saturn are anticyclonic. regions, only a few am cyclonic
Four of the eatlier spots are referred
to as "Great Whie Spots", but none
appears to have approached the enormous size of the present spot. We are
therefore witnessing a very rare event.
The first known Great White Spot was
detected in December 1876 by American astronomer Asaph Halt in Washington D, C. and the next one was found in
June 1803 by EE. Barnard with the 40inch refractor at Yerkes Obwnratosy,
near Williams Bay, Wisconsin. The third
and fourth were both found by eagleeyed amateurs; in August 1933 by Will
Hay In England, and In March 1960 by
J.H. Botham in South Africa. All of hhese
spots were seen in the northem hemisphere of Saturn: those in 1876 and
1933 at about the same latitude as the
present one, while the two others were
further nwth at +4W (1903) and +58*
(1980).

[a.

m.

What is a "Great White Spot"?
Detailed observations of the giant
planets Jupiter and Saturn have been
made since the Invention of the astronomical telescope h the early 17th
century. The "meteorological"studles of
their atmospheres took a great stride
fotward during the flybys of the Pioneer
and Voyager spacecraft, from whtch
accurate measurements were made at
close distance.
R has long been known that the "surface" of Jupiter shows many more
bands and whirls than that of Saturn:
this is now explained by the presence In
the W r n i a n atmosphere of a high layer

of aerosols [small solid particles) and
haze (liquid drops) which hide the vlew
of me patterns of s t m s and turbulence below.
The five Great White Spots have
appeared wlth mazlng regularity, about
w ~ o eevery thirty years, that is with the
same period as the orbltatal revolution
around the Sun. M o r m w , these spots
have all developed near the moment of
Satumian "mid-summer" In the northern
hemisphere, when the insolation
(amount of solar energy rmived) Is the
greatest posslble here. It Is therefore
obvious that the emergence of large
spots in the north must be triggered by
some mechanismthat Is dated to heatIng of the atmosphere.
Most planetary astronomws agree
that the Great Whlte Spots are upwellings from the l o w atmosphere, where-

Figure. i: Iwphotal contows d:#sequatoM region of Saturn. The hphotes have hem
f r a n s f d to the Systtwn I of modnates (top and rfaht seal@. The bottom scale Is graduated
In kiiometw for the equatw. The big dot indimtes the &ral m i a n posltlon. 738 limbs of
theplanet and the poswdn of the rings have been indimted. The W'CBI
seelng was amund 19
or75mkmdosetothesobmpornf.

by large ctouds move upwards and become visible when they penetrate the
uppernost, hazy layers. They rmrnble
the towering cumulonimbus clouds often seen in the Earth's atmosphere.
However, the lifting mechanism is
not yet known; one possibility is that
their upward motion is due to the release of heat by water condensation,
perhaps in combination with strong
updrafts from sublirnatlng ammonia
grains.
The spats become longer as the
clouds are carried along by strong
winds in the upper atmosphere. Eddies
and whirl patterns undoubtedly develop
because ot the different wind velocities
at different latitudes, but due to their
smaller slze they are vety diicutt to
observe from the Earth. This may imply
that the spots, perhaps in particular
those which have emerged more recently, are actually gigantic storm centres,
just like the Giant Red Spot on Jupiter,
that has now been visible for almost 400
years.
Since the Great Whiie Spots on
Saturn last much shorter, In the past
cases at the most a few months, it will
now be very Interesting to follow the
new one during some time to learn exactly how it disappears. Observations
are therefore continuing at ESO as well
as at other obmatories.

ngum 2: This plcture of Saturn and the &!ant Whlte Spat was obtained with the ESO New
Tdumkgy Telescope on October 16, lssO at UT 0 hrs 0 mln. /tis a I-sec exposum through a
6-nm-wlde filter, cantred in the blue spectral region at 468 nm. North is approxImatdy up and
East Is to the left.The seeing conditions were mediocre (- I. 1 a m m d ) , and the false-mlour
reproduction shown hem has been subject& to computer prmessingby D. Baade at the ESO
Headquarters, according to an advanced aIgmWIthm,
developed by 1, Lucy; this has rasulted In
a sharpening to about 0.4 arweeonds. To "flatten" the Image, the original imge was
subtracted hwn the "sharpened",so that e n sm/I details become well visible. Dn this date
the smt had a double stnreture, it exfended to the equator and hed almdy grown signMcantly
in length. The varlws atmospheric bands are also wall visibk.
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N E W S ON ESO INSTRUMENTATION

EMMI Through the Last Tests Before Entering Regular Use
At the end of September 1990, a new
HP A900 computer dedicated to the

control of Instruments and to data
acqutsltion was installd at the NIT. It is
Ilnked to the existing A900 whleh continues to take care of the telescope and
tfie adaptor operation. Following this installation, the EMMl control software
was furkher debugged and tested. The
user interface was installed for the first
time: It is based on a new concept and
makes use of different menus and forms
displayed on the RAMTEK and selected
via a mouse. The overall control system

performed in a reliable way but a
number of improvements to make the
system more robust and easier to use
were suggested by the first obsefvem
and wlll be implemented early in 1991.
Some 14 nights and days were Intensively used for technical and astronomical tests and for training of the technical
and astronomy staff of La Sllla.
In addltion to the observing modes
described In the September issue of the
Messenger (No. 81, p. 51) two new ones
were successfully tested: the highresolution echelle in the red arm (resolv-

ing power 28,000 wlth 1 arcsec slit) and
the on-line dit punching device. The installation of the echelle requires the dismounting of the standard grating unit,
an operation which takes a few hours
and has to be planned in advance. The
slit punching machine (PUMA3) is
mounted on a x-y table in the instrument
itself. Thin plates can be inserted In the
different positions of the aperture wheel
(up to 4 available) and slits of 7.5 x 1.2
arsec can be punched on the plates at
positions measured on a direct image
taken earlier with the same instrument.

